
Set up a time with your local Cat Dealer to walk you through the 
benefits or answer any questions you may have.

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE?

Visit: www.Cat.com
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MARINE INDUSTRIAL OIL & GAS

INDUSTRIES

Health and Operations monitoring Services, enabled by Cat 

Remote Fleet Vision. Choose the features that best fit your goals. 

Whether you aim to improve efficiency, reduce risk, or minimize 

downtime, the data is at your fingertips through Satellite, cellular 

or local area network connections.

SEE MORE.
ACHIEVE MORE.

MARINE INDUSTRIAL OIL & GAS

Technology built into today’s equipment, across industries, can give you the timely 

information you need. Using data from your assets and easy-to-use analysis tools from your 

Cat® dealer, you can make well-informed and timely equipment management decisions that 

can help you control costs, improve operations, manage people and reduce risk. 



ACT IMMEDIATELY ON 
CRITICAL ISSUES.

Provides a comprehensive view of asset 

health that makes it fast and easy to 

determine if issues lie with the engine 

or with equipment like a compressor, 

transmission or pump.

GET THE RIGHT INFO TO  
THE RIGHT PEOPLE AT THE 
RIGHT TIME.

Receive an immediate “report by exception” 

alert when an asset goes down. Customize 

alerts and get them via text and email. Stay on 

top of equipment location by setting up site 

boundaries and security alerts. 

INCREASE UTILIZATION BY 
COMPARING RUN TIME VS 
IDLE TIME.

Instantly spot any asset working under 

capacity. Compare equipment utilization, 

identify inefficient use, right-size your fleet  

and find routing improvement opportunities.

MANAGE PERFORMANCE 
AND CONDITION IN  
REAL TIME.

Track assets day by day, hour by hour, and  

take action on key data using Cat Remote  

Fleet Vision’s user-friendly dashboard.  

View equipment location, utilization, daily fuel 

use and alerts plus fleet totals on one screen. 

Customize with the data you want to see and 

schedule reports.

With Cat® Remote Fleet Vision, you can locate, track and 
manage all of your assets with just a few clicks—no matter 
where you’re located or what brands you operate. Cat Remote 
Fleet Vision collects data from hardware then serves that 
information up to you through an easy-to-use web interface. 
Instead of guessing about where your assets are, what they’re 
doing and how they’re performing, you’ll know. That means you 
can work more efficiently and lower your operating costs.

HOW IT 
WORKS 

BENEFITS

 MAXIMIZE SKILLSETS OF
WORKFORCE
 Centralized Subject Matter Experts to
leverage expertise across the entire fleet

 Utilization of the right workers for the
right jobs at the right time

 MONITOR ALL EQUIPMENT AND
MANUFACTURERS
Visit equipment only when needed

 Diagnose problems and take action
before permanent damage

 IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
 Measure fleet performance 
and efficiency

Improve productivity

Minimize downtime

REDUCE OPERATING COSTS
 Freedom to monitor any make and
manufacturer, Cat or otherwise


